# PLASCON PLASCO BINDER

## PRODUCT DESCRIPTION AND USES
Plascon Binder is a P.V.A. copolymer based sealer. It is used as a Sealer/Binder on absorbent surfaces. Soft board, lime plaster, gypsum plaster rough cast plaster etc., to combat surface porosity. Plascon Plasco Binder is applied on these surfaces to produce a uniform base on which subsequent coats of Emulsion paint can be applied without highlighting defects and imperfections in the plaster i.e. trowel marks and hairline cracks.

## SURFACE PREPARATION
Prepare the surface by scraping and brushing with stiff fibre or nylon brush to remove all loose material. Ensure the surface is completely dry.

## FINISH
Low sheen

## APPLICATION
By brush. Working well into the surface.

## THINNING AND MIXING
Thin with water. On surfaces with big open pores i.e. rough cast plaster thin down, Plascon Plasco Binder one part to two parts water. On smoother surfaces thin in the ratio of 1:1 with water before use.

## EQUIPMENT CLEANING
Use water for cleaning.

## DRYING TIME
Dries in one hour. Re-coatable in 4 hours.

## COLOUR RANGE
Transparent when dry.

## SPREADING CAPACITY
Depending on surface porosity and texture Approx. 10 - 12m² per litre on smooth plaster. Coverage will greatly be reduced when applied on porous or textured surfaces.

## PACK SIZES
1 Litre, 4 Litre, 20 Litre
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